
Fig. I.-View of Butler Falls, one mile south of Hanover, Indiana. This exposure 
shows the Saluda beds. The conspicuous layer x, about half way up the over
hanging ledge is the hard limestone that caps the "shale bed." (See page 673.) 
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INTRODUCTORY. 

A fourth of a century' ago Indiana was noted mainly for her 
agricultural products-her crops of corn and wheat, her droves of 
fine cattle and hogs, her blue grass pastures and her large areas 
of native timber land. Then came the discovery of natural gas 
and petroleum, the development of her enormous coal deposits, 
the opening up of many new quarries' of unexcelled building lime
stone, the realizati9n of the value of her great clay deposits-until 
from. a truly agricultural State she merged gradually into one o~ 
high rank as a manufacturing and mineral producing center. The 
increase in value of her mineral resources grew year by year from 
$17,125,000 in 1895 to $41,781,678 in 1905. A baekward tendency 
then began. Her gas for manufacturing purposes was gone, the 
value of the output having decreased from $7,254,539 in 1900 to 
$1,750,715 in 1906. Her petroleum output began to dwindle and 
in the last three years has fallen off more than one-half, or from 
11,338,538 barrels, valued at $12,177,098 in 1904 to 5,103,297 bar
rels, valued at $4,489,213 in 1907. The combined loss in value of 
these two great natural fuels alone in Indiana in 1906 was $3,888,
262. The output of coal, of building stone, of clay products has 
grown in value year by year, but it will probably be a long time 
before the total value of the State's mineral resources will again 
reach the high tide of 1905. 

But whatever the fate of such mineral resources as those above 
mentioned, there still remains to Indiana the most valuable of all 
-her soils. More people are dependent upon them than upon all 
the rest of her resources and manufacturing establishments com
bined. The study of the origin, distribution and constituents of 
soils falls naturally to the Department of Geology, though many 
essays and valuable papers relating to their culture and fertiliza
tion appear in the reports of the State Board of Agriculture. 

'rhe soils of Indiana may be roughly classified into three great 
gl'OUpS, viz.: Drift soils, residual soils and alluvial soils. The 
drift soils are found in the northern three-fourths of the State, are 
extremely varied in depth and character, and are formed of It 

mass of heterogeneous material which was brought to its present 
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N:l8tIDg place by a great glacier or slowly moving sheet of ice which, 
thousands of years ago, covered the area mentioned. 

The residual soils are found in the counties sonth of the south
ern limit of the glacier. They were formed for the most part in 
the place where they are now found by the decay of the underlying 
limestone, sandstone or shale rocks. The variety of materials en
tering into their composition is, therefore, limited, and they are 
for that reason among the poorer soils of the State. 

The alluvial soils are those of the river and creek bottoms 
throughout the State. Gentle rains and earth-born torrents, little 
trickling rills and strong streams are ever at work tearing down 
the soils and underlying clays from every slope and bearing them 
away to lower levels. The small water-formed trench of today 
next year becomes a chasm and ages hence a hollow, and the trans
ported material is gradually deposited as alluvial soil over the so
called bottom lands, which are annually overflowed. 

In the production of any cereal nothing new is created, but 
forms of matter, already existing in the earth, air and water are 
utilized by the growing plant. Taking wheat for example, besides 
the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, which make up the greater 
bulk of the straw and grain, and which are abundant enough in the 
air and water, potash, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, magnesia, lime, 
sulphur, chlorine and silicon are absolutely essential constituents. 
If anyone of these is lacking in the soil, or is present in a form 
not available by the wheat roots, the plants will not flourish and 
the soil will be worthless for wheat production. Such a soil may, 
in most cases, be made to produce a crop of grain by adding to it 
the constituent which is lacking, but if this cannot be done -except 
at a prohibitory cost, or one at which more fertile ground can be 
procured, the soil may be regarded as "worn out" or "barren." 

On account of the small appropriation allotted the Department 
of Geology for field work and expenses, no attempt has heretofore 
been made to classify and map the soils of any section of the State. 
The great increase in value of improved. farm lands in the north
ern and central portions of the State during recent years has 
caused many inquiries to come into the office regarding the charac
ter and possibilities of the poorer residual soils of southern In
diana. The older reports, treating of the geology in that portion 
of the State, being wholly out of print, no literature was available 
b}- which these inquiries could be answered in detail. A soil sur
vey of a portion of the southern third of the State was, therefore. 
planned for the field season of 1907, and Mr. Chas. W. Shannon, 
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of Bloomington, was placed in charge of the work. Assisting him 
were two of the· former field men 6f the Department, Messrs. L. 
C. Ward and R. W. Ellis. For a f-ew months Mr. L .. C. Snider 
was also employed as an aid to Mr. Shannon. The reports of these 
assistants, each of whom was assigned certain territory, comprises 
the first portion of the present volume. 

In these reports the soils of 17 counties of the State are classi
fied, and the area covered by each of the soil types mapped. Com
plete analyses of 20 examples of the typical soils were made by 
Dr. R. E. Lyons. 'From these analyses the assistants have been 
able to show the food constituents lacking for each or the leading 
cereals and other crops in the area covered. By aid or the all
alyses and other data gathered in the field they have also shown 
the use to which each type of soil is best adapted, the kind of rer
tilizer most needed and much other information which will un
doubtedly prove or great value to the land owners, both present 
and prospective, of the area covered. The soil survey thus begun 
will be continued from time to time, as the means of the Depart
ment will allow, until the southern l>ortion of the State is wholly 
covered. 

No detailed report upon the Oolitic Stone Industry or the cen
tral southern portion of the State has been made since 1896. Dur
ing the eleven years which have elapsed this industry has grown 
until it has become the leading one among the mineral resources 
of southern ,Indiana. The supply of the old report or Messrs. Hop
kins and SiebenthaJ, in which the area producing the stone was 
first accurately mapped, has been exhausted. A new one was 
therefore planned which, while retaining the more important in
formation regarding the location and physical and chemical prop
erties of the stone shown in the old report, would also show the 
improved methods used in quarrying and the present status of 
the industry. The .data for this report was gathered and compiled 
by Raymond S. Blatchley, and under the title "The Indiana Oolitic 
Limestone Industry in 1907"; it forms an important feature of 
the present volume. 

Following the paper' on Oolitic limestone is one entitled "The 
Petroleum Industry in Indiana in 1907," in which will be found 
the principal racts and statistics relating to that industry for the 
year. 

The report of the State Mine Inspector, James Epperson, of 
Linton, Indiana, for the ye!tr 1907 is the next paper in the volume. 
Mr. Epperson and his four deputies have givenc~ref'Ql att;ention 
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to the duties which they are empowered to perform a.nd have tried 
to enforce impartially allia-ws relating to the mining industry. In 
his 'report the statistics of the coal industry for the year are 
given, the tables being very full and complete in detail. 

Since the year 1898, no survey of the coal area of Indiana has 
been made, as the report for that year-a volume of 1740 pages 
with seven large maps-was devoted wholly to the coal interests of 
the State. Since then, hundreds of bores have been sunk to test 
the thickness and character of the coal in different parts of the 
area, and scores of new mines have been opened in the develop
ment of the industry, the output having almost trebled in quantity 
during the past ten years. Much new data has therefore become 
available and a new coal survey, to be made in co-operation with 
the U. S. Department of Geology, has been planned for the year 
1908. Dr. Geo. H. Ashley, the efficient chief in charge of the coal 
survey from 1896 to 1898,' will again be in charge, thus insuring 
the accuracy and value of the results. It is hoped that the data 
thus gathered can be put in shape to form a part of the annual 
report for 1908. 

From the report of Mr. Epperson the following table, show
ing the relative rank of the 14 coal producing counties of the State 
for the year, with the output of each in tons, has been prepared. 

Tons 01 Coal Produced and Wages Paid to Miners in 1907, by Counties. 
, . 

I 

I 
TONS

COUNTIES. 
PRODUCED. WAGES PAID. 

Greene ........ , .................. . 2,704,408 $2, 189, 153 98 
Sullivan. . .... , ................ . 2,660,333 2,263,994 54 

2,581,379 2,246,366 78~~illi~~·.·. '. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1,485,091 1,267,531 80 
1,230,872 1,338,727 88~\:~:.'.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 654,808 729,493 89 

Warrick ........... '....................... . 454,831 326,033 45 
Pike.................................... . 427,932 398,443 05 
Knox................................... . 375,082 314,819 71 
Vanderburgh .............................. . 311,240 300,288 45 
Gibson................................... . 227,688 209,599 17 
Daviess .................................. . 87,385 83,109 70 
Fountain................................. . 40,099 39,733 97 
Perry........................... . 9,567 10,527 17 

. . 
Totah! ............................... . 13,250,715 ,717,822 54 


Of the coal produced, 875,233to08 'were block coal, and the 
remainder bituminous. The total production for the year shows 
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an increase of 1,828;888 tons, the increase in block coal being 128,
563 tons and that of bituminous 1,700,125 tons. 

The report of the State Supervisor of Natural Gas, Mr. B. A. 
Kinney, of Marion, Indiana, follows that of Mr. Epperson. Mr. 
Kinney has been active in suppressing the waste of gas wherever 
he could find violations of the law or have them reported to him. 
With regard to the future supply of natural gas in the State, we 
believe his report more optimistic than the facts will justify. The 
total amount produced in Indiaua in 1906, according to careful 
figures gathered by the U. S. Geological Survey·, was valued at 
only $1,750,715, as against a value of $3,094,134 in 1905, a loss 'of 
43 per cent. Although a number of light producing wells were 
drilled in various portions of the gas bearing area in 1907, we be
lieve that when the value for that year is computed the loss will 
be at least one-half as great. 

With the exception of a few fair wells in Sullivan Oounty, 
southwestern Indiana has yielded no gas of consequence during the 
past year. The eight producing oil "Wells in the Riley field near 
Terre Haute are operated with coal, and no gas wells of any' size 
were completed in the Princeton field during the year. The larger 
towns in northeastern Indiana are gradually abandoning the use 
of gas for domestic purposes, the amount available not being suf
ficient to justify its continuance, and we believe that in a year or 
two the supply, except in a few localities in that field, will be 
wholly exhausted. Jay aud Delaware Oounties may yield enough 
to supply by metre measurement a portion of the residences in 
Portland, :ftfuncie and some of the other towns in those two coun
ties for five years, but aside from that we have little h(}pe for the 
future. 

Following the custom adopted in recent years of ending the 
reports with one or more papers on the Natural History or Paleon
tology of the State, we present tbis year two which we believe will 
be of especial interest to high school students and others interested 
in those subjects. The first is entitled "The Stratigraphy and 
Paleontology of the Ordovician Rocks of Indiana," and is based 
up(}n a number of seasons' field work by Mr. E. R. Oumings, Asso
ciate Professor of Geology in Indiana University. The Ordovician 
Rocks comprise the oldest existing land formation of the State,· be
ing part of an island which was raised above the surface of the 
ocean when all the remainder of the area now forming Indiana was 
yet covered by the ~a. -:ill known species from Indiana of the 

"Mineral Resources of the United States. 1906, p. 45; 1906, p. 50. 
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remains of the animals inhabiting the waters of that age are de
scribed, many of them being new to science. The paper is fnlly 
illUstrated by a series of' excellent plates." . . . 

The final .paper in the volume is one entitled "A Preliminary 
List of the Mushrooms of Indiana," by Donald Reddick, graduate 
student of botany in Wabash Uuiversity. This paper i.s accom
panied by excellent plates showing all the more common edible 
and poisonous forms occurring in the State, and it will be wel
comed by all persons who desire to make u.<le of a valuable and 
much neglected food supply. 

·Other papers on the paleontology of the principal rock formations of In· 
diana which have appeared In .the Reports of this Department during the last 
few years are: "The Devonian Fossils and Stratigraphy of Indiana," by E. M. 
Kindle In the Twenty-fifth (1~O) Report.· . 

"The Stratigraphy and Paleontology of the Niagara Rocks of Northern In
dlaila," by E. M. Kindle. In the Twenty-eighth (1903) Repart, and "The Fauna of 
the· Salem Limestone of Indiana," by Messrs. J. W. Beede and E. R. Cumln!l\'l, in 
the Thirtieth (1905) Report. 


